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I. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

In the 'fall of 1979. the Department_ of Communications (DOC) 
requested a three part simulation studY or the iMpleMentation- - of pay, 
television (PATV) in Canada. The propdsed . study was divided into three 
phases: (1) the deVelOment of a pay per progràm siMulationmodel, (II) 
a'sensitivity analysis on the marketing parameters of the pay pér 
program simulation model, and  (III) :  the development of a,pay per 
channel simulation model including a sensitiVity _analysis on the  
marketing parameters. The first phase was completed OnFebruary 1, 
1980 and the second phase on March 31, 1980. .This report .summarizes 
the'results of Phase III. 

The :report includes a 'discussion of the technology .used:to deliver 
, PATV, the program content and pricing sdenarid assuffied  • o be PreSented 
to viewing 'consumers, as well as a period by period unfplding of the 
-Market by major•marketarea. Revenues derived from•consumer .viewing of 
PATV are combined with reasonable cost/expense estimateS. to produce 
income statements  for  each regional.market area. Income statements, 

. balance sheets and statements•of source and aPplication of  funds are 
generated-for the national market. Finally, an internal rate of return 
is.caiculated for •the system as a. whole. In addition,  the :output 
details the aggregate market response to PATV in...terms .of consuming 

• households in different.markets. 

. The pay per channel model waà run using nine - ,scenarios based on 
three different possible' monthly subscriber fees'($8, $10, $12) and 
three different possible programoontent offerings (low, baSe'caSe and 
high profile). As content changes from low to high- profile the 
proportion of Canadian content falls from 50 percent - tO 20 percent and 
the number of new proàrams offered viewers per qUarter rises from 14.to 
45 •  Although costs can be changed in . the,model Costipehavior remained 
consistent for all 

'
nine scenarios. Over, a 10 year Period total 

subscriber revenue varied from $360 million to $1300 million, payments 
to cable companies from $144 million to $523 million, and  payments to 
producers from $39 million to $209  million.  Network financinz 
requirements Yaried from $5 million to $47 million. . In the case of all 
blit•two scenarios the netWork earned a time adjusted quarterly  rate . of 
return exceeding three percent. 



II. THE PAY TELEVISION PAY PER CHANNEL SIMULATOR 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this model is to simulate the effects of the 
introduction of pay per channel pay television (PATV) into Canada. The 
model has been designed so as to provide the user with the opportunity. 
to quickly and easily ascertain the financial and market impact of 
changes in the size and value of marketing and cost parameters. 

TECHNOLOGICAL OVERVIEW 

It is assumed that a signal of a film •  or live event is beamed 
upward from a central location to a satellite. For special events 
portable sending stations could be used to send up a signal from'almost 
anywhere in Canada. Four transponders of the satellite are used. to 
accomodate Canada's various time zones. The signal received by the 
satellite is beamed down to earth Stations located at the head ends of 
cable companies. 	The cable companies scramble the signal and send it 
to those households connected to the local cable service. 	Households 
that wish to view PATV are equipped with a device which descrambles the 
signal. The descramblers are installed by the local cable company 
which also does all of the related service work including the provision 
of program information and the collecting of subscriber fees. In many 
urban centres theré will be' no free Channels for PATV unless the 
customer already has a converter (brown .box) which allows extended 
channel service. 

Only one picture is sent on the satellite at a given time. 
Bilingual capability is possible as each transponder has two audio 
channels which can accomodate different languages. There is also the 
possibility, that cable dompanies can substitute locally produced 
programs. 

SIMULTION MODEL OVERVIEW 

Exhibit 1 illustrates the main components of thé PATV simulation 
model. 



EXHIBIT 1  
OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL 

KEY ASSUMPTIONS 

1. PROGRAM CONTENT 

2. PRICE 

3. TIMING OF MARKET ENTRY. 

4. METHOD OF PROGRAM DELIVERY 

5. COST OF PROGRAM DELIVERY 

MARKET RESPONSE 
MODULE 

REVENUES & COSTS 

FINANCIAL 
MODULE 

OUTPUT 

1. MARKET RESPONSE DATA 

2. FINANCIAL DATA 

3. INCOME STATEMENTS: 

L.  1BALANCE  SHEETS 

5. RATE OF RETURN 

COSTS 



A network head office is set up • to begiw negotiating for the 
rights to show feature films and special events prior to the 
introduction of PATV. Regional offices are created to provide 
technical and marketing assistance to cable companies and to contract 
for local product. All network costs including fees paid to producers 
are variables which may be adjusted. 

For marketing purposes the country is subdivided into 38 census 
market areas (CMA's). The model has the capability of either 
simulating entry into all of these markets at once or entering them on 
a gradual basis after the network has been set up. The consumer 
household is faced with a selection of movies and live events offered 
repeatedly throughout a given quarter. The selection is gradually 
changed over time. In order to receive PATV the household must pay a 
one-time installation fee for the descrambling device plus a monthly 
subscription fee. 

The user of the model can vary the viewer response to PATV in 
every CMA. The level of viewer response and the resultant  consumer 
revenue is determined in the Market Response Module of the simulation 
model which is discussed in Section III. 

Once viewer response is estimated, the model computes delivery 
costs for the service. The major cost categories include the fee paid 
to cable companies, fees paid to producers, satellite usage and network 
operating costs. These costs and revenues are summarized by the model 
in the form of financial statements for both the network and individual 
CMA's as well as an internal rate of return calcuiation for the 
network. Calculation of the costs and generation of the financial 
statements are performed by the Financial Module. The financial module 
is discussed in Section IV. 

COMPUTER PROGRAM OVERVIEW  • 

The PATV simulation model is written in FORTRAN, is run on a PRIME 
750 computer, and is in conversational -  mode. The simulation  system 
currently consists of some 17 programs and 41 data files. All programs 
are internally dCcumented. Listings are provided in the AppendiX. 



III. OPERATION OF THE MARKET RESPONSE MODULE 

OVERVIEW 

The market response module is designed to simulate expected 
consumer household response to pay per channel PATV and the resultant 
revenue produced in any market. A set of strategic assumptions is made 
about the operation of a PATV network. The model then computes the 
quarterly consumer revenue for the network from households responding 
to the program content and price scenario assumed. The network 
operates for a total of 40 quarters.  •  

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS  

The two most important factors that are expected, to  influence 
-consumer households' response to PATV are program content and consumer 
prices. A discussion of theee two factors follows. 

Program -Content 

The market response module assumes: 

a) quarterly prOgram content of:_. 
- 12 new foreign movies 
- 3 new Canadian movies 
- 12 new live events (2 foreign and 10 Canadian) 

This means that  fora  particular household, •thereare 27 possible 
views  per quarter (without repeat views). With repeat views there 
would be a maximum of'.481 views per quarter. 

b) approximate daily program viewing schedule as 
shown in Exhibit 2. The hours of this schedule 
are similar to the HO  (Home Box Office) viewing 
schedule. 



EXHIBIT 2  
ASSUMED BASE CASE*  WEEKLY PROGRAM CONTENT 

TIME/DAY 	MON. 	TUES. 	WED. 	THURS. 	FRI. 	SAT. 	SUN. 

8-10 

10-12 

12-2 

  2- 4 CF CF 

	

4- 6 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	SE 	SE 

	

6- 8 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	FF 

	

8-10 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	CF 

	

10-12 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	FF 

	

12- 2 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	FF 	CF 	SE 

NOTE: 

1. • FF - Foreign film (17 views) 
2. CF - Canadian film (17 views) 
3 0  SE - Special Event (3 iiiews) 
4 •  Based on 50 percent Canadian content, both in number of programs 

and number of showings across all time slots, including prime time, 
aggregated quarterly. 

*The term "base case" is used throughout the .analysis and report to 
reflect the PATV price/content scenario used as a-starting point later 
for sensitivitY analysis. A price/content scenario is a particular 
combination of program Viewing. content and price per month for the 
donsumer to subscribe to PATV. 

a 
I.  



Consumer Prices  

The market response module assumés "base case" consumer prices as 
follows: 

a) one-time charge to connect PATV service of $10 	• 

h) monthly PATV subscriber fee of $10 or $30 per quarter. 

OPERATION OF THE MARKET RESPONSE MODULE  

The operation of the market response module - is shown schematically 
in Exhibit 3. It goes through a series of quarterly iterations for 
each of the 38 CMA's starting when each CMA first receives PATV 
service. The model then proceeds through the nine steps shown for each 
market, ultimately producing consumer revenue estimates.  The  nine 
steps in the market response module are now outlined in more detail. 

1. CMA Cable-Passed Households  

The simulation for each CMA for each quarter starts with an 
estimate of cable-passed households (HH). This estimate for each CMA 
(at any point in time) is taken from the CMA cable-passed households 
plot (Exhibit 4), which estimates the increase in cable-passed 
households over time for each CMA for the 40 quarters after the start 
of operation of the network. 



CMA CABLE-PASSED 
HOUSEHOLDS 

1. 

X 

CMA HOUSEHOLDS PLOT 

CABLED 

I 

HOUSEHOLD PLOT 

EXHIBIT 3  
PATV MARKET RESPONSE MODULE (PAY PER CHANNEL)  

BASIC OPERATION FOR EACH QUARTER  

DATA 	 SOURCE 

2. PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS 	CMA PERCENT CABLED 

CMA CABLED HOUSEHOLDS 

X 

4. BASE PATV SIGNUP RATE 	 BASE PATV SIGNUP 
RATE PLOT 

Ii  

3 . 

s.  I BASE CMA PATV HOUSEHOLDS 
X 

6. CMA MARKET RESPONSE 	 ASSUMED FOR EACH CMA 
FACTOR 

If  

CMA ACTUAL PATV 
HOUSEHOLpS 

X 

8. PRICE  PER QUARTER 

9 ,  CMA REVENUE FOR 
THAT QUARTER 

7. 



EXHIBIT 4  
CMA.HOUSEHOLDS PLOT 

III NUMBER OF  
HOUSEHOLDS 

jlICABLE-PASSED 

111 

0 

0 
Sept/81 

T40 	
Time (Quarters)T 

Sept/91 

ASSUMPTIONS  

1. HOUSEHOLDS AT Ta  = ESTIMATED HOUSEHOLDS FOR SEPTEMBER; 1981. 
ESTIMATE MADE FOR EACH CMA FROM '76 CENSUS DATA (STATS CANADA) 

.UPDATED.BY GROWTH RATES (STATS CANADA CATALOGUE 91-207). 

2.. GROWTH OF EAÇH CMA FOR.FIVE YEARS TO T90  IS BASED ON THE PRIOR 
GROWTH RATES (STATS CANADA CATALOGUE 91-207). 

3. GROWTH OF EACH CMA FOR FIVE YEARS FROM T20 TO T40 (SEPT/86 TO 
SEPT/91) IS ASSUMED TO BE 1 PERCENT PER YEAR. ,  

. 	'20 
Sept/86 



• 
• 

8. Price Per Month 

As outlined, the market response module currently assumes the 
"base case" subscription price per month is $10 0 00 or $30.00 per 
quarter. 

9 0  CMA Revenue for that Quarter 

The CMA revenue estimate is the total revenue from consumers 
watching PATV for a CMA for a quarter of network operation,. As 
outlined in the operation of the overall simulation model, this revenue 
can be aggregated over any number of CMA's and any number of time 
periods (quarters) for any estimate of consumer revenue from PATV. 

DERIVATION OF MARKET RESPONSE PARAMETERS  

CMA Cable-Passed Households Plot 

The CMA cable-passed households plot was shown in Exhibit 4, along 
with the derivation of parameters for the plot. The September/81 
household population estimates for each CMA are shown in Exhibit 7. 
The projected yearly household growth rates for each CMA from 
September/81 to September/86 are shown in Exhibit 8. Growth in all CMA 
households from September/86 to September/91 is assumed to be at a rate 
'of one percent per year -due to uncertainty of the future household 
growth rates for different Canadian market areas. 

CMA Percent Cabled Household Plot  

The CMA Percent, Cabled Household Plot was shown in Exhibit 5. The 
derivation of parameters for the plot is outlined in the exhibit. As 
shown, in any particular CMA, there is likely to be a secular increase 
in the percent of cable-passed household& that are connected to cable 
service (i.e., that subscribe to cable service) until the introduction 
of PATV service into the market. 

When PATV service becomes available in a given CMA, the percent 
cabled households is assumed to increase to a steady state value after 
30 quarters (7.5 years) as shown in Exhibit 5, depending on CMA 
parameters. The initial and steady state values for percent cabled 
households for each CMA are shown in Exhibit 9. 
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EXHIBIT 5  
CMA PERCENT CABLED HOUSEHOLDS PLOT  

Time-(Quarters) 

BASIS  
1) Definition of Terms: 

To 	= Network 'startup quarter : 
Tp 	Quarter of PATV market entry for a partiàùlar ,CMA. 

If a CMA gets FATV  service  at T=2, subscriber fees 
(revenue) are collected at:the end of that quarter. 

• PCo -= Estimate of percent :cabled- households when the 
network starts. . 

PCp 	= Percent Cabled households whetl PATV enters a -  . 
particular'.CMA. 	• 

PCss 	= Perdent  cabled households at steady state for a 
particular CML. 

2) For time period To-Tp (before PATV-market entry) cabled households 
grow at a secular rate estimated by:- 

PC
T 
 = PCT-1 (1 	Ki)  where K1 = 0.00S (0.5% growth rate) 



3) For time T>Tp (after PATV market entry), percent cabled households 
will be influenced by PATV availbility, and is estimated by a 
second function with two components: 

secular growth as above: 

PC
t 

= PC 	(1 4. K1), t = 1 for T = T 
t.-1  

penetration growth curve (exponential): 

PCt 
= PCss 	PCo - (PCss - PCo)  

ts 

where s is a time-dependent increasing exponent st  =st _ i  +K2 

4) Parameter K1 can be varied to reflect a different secular growth 
rate in cabled.households before PATV (as shown on the plot). . 

5) 'Parameter K2  cari  be varied as shown on the plot to reflect 
different increases in cabled households as a result of more 
or less attractive price/content scenarios to consumers. 

6) Initial percent cabled households taken from the Financial Post, 
Survey of Markets, 1979. 
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EXHIBIT. 6  
BASE PATV SIGNUP,RAMPLOT  

Time (Quarters) 

- BASIS 

1) Definition of terms: 
To 	= Network startup quarter 
Tp 	= Quarter of PATV market entry 
PPss = Long-,run steady state percent o.f cabled households 

that subscribe to PATV service for a base  •  or . 
average Çanadian CMA. •  

2) After the Market entry of PATV in quarter T , cabled households 
will subscribe.to  PATV at the-percentage: 

PP t = PPss — PPss . 	
t
z' 



where z is a time-dependent exponent. As T and the exponent 
z increase, the above function approaches PPss asymptotically. 

3) Exponent z is expressed mathematically as follows: 

K3 	K4 Z = 	+-+ t x (KS) + S2 
t
2.7 	

t
2 

where t=1 for T=Tp 

4) Parameters K3-K6 can be varied to reflect the "steepness" of the 
plot during the introduction PATV service as shown in the two . 
examples on the plot. 

5) Parameters K3 and K14  can be varied to modify the shape of the plot 
during the early period of PATV growth. As larger values are 
substituted, the plot is flattened in its early stages. 

6) The third term of the expression applies to the exponent z over the 
entire period (from PATV entry to the end of the simulation). A 
modification of this parameter will affect the entire curve, 
including the early stages. Increasing the value of K5 
will flatten the curve. 

• ) The 32 term applies to the entire time segment for which PATV is 
operational. It is an additive function given by: 

S2t = S2 
	+1(6  t-1 

8) The 1(6 parameter increases force an earlier transition to the 
asymptote PPss. 



EXHIBIT 7  

Estimates of Cable-Passed Households* for 

September/81 

1. Vancouver 	449,063 	20. Thunder Bay 	34,328 

2. Victoria 	95,940 	21. Ottawa/Hull-A 	132,003 

3. Regional B.C. 	258,685 	22. Ottawa/Hull-F 	132,003 

4 •  Edmonton 	196,232 	25. Regional Ontario 	921,855 

5. Calgary 	226,537 	24. Montreal-A 	388,29.0 

6. Regional Alberta 	221,104 	25. Montreal-F 	536,210 

7. Saskatoon 	49,530 	26. ' Quebec-A 	5,236 

8. Regina . 	57,515 	- 	27. Quebec-F 	167,630 

9. Regional Sask. 	196,579 	,. . 28. Chicoutimi-A ', 	1,030 

10. Winnipeg 	204,332 	29. Chicoutimi-F 	32,994 

11. Regional Man. 	126,3.86 	30. Regional Que-A 	129,294 

12. Toronto 	. 941,943 	31. Regional Que-F, 	517,181 

13. Hamilton 	218,215 	32. Halifax 	.73,666 

14. London 	103,745 	, 	33. Regional N.S. 	166,220 

15. Oshawa . 	51,169 	34.  • St. John, N.B. 	32,546 

16. Kitchener 	116,497 	35. Regional  N.E. 	150,909 

17. St. Catherines 	88,364 	36.. St. Johns, Nfld. 	38,654 

18. Windsor 	81,980 	37. Regional Nfld.'. 	99,904 

19. Sudbury 	38,000 	38. Regional P.E.I. 	33,936 

*This data is in fact total households. 



EXHIBIT 8  

Projected Compound Annual Household Growth Rates From 

September/81 to September/86 in Percentage 

1. Vandouver 	. 	0.45 	.20. Thunder Bay 	0.67 

2. Victoria • 	1.27 	21. Ottawa/Hull-A* 	2.43 

3. Regional B.C. 	1.0 	22. Ottawa/Hull-F* 	2 ..43 

• 	4. Edmonton 	2.23. 	23. Regional Ontario 	1.0 

5. Calgary 	3.48 	24. Montreal-A 	0 

6. Regional Alberta 	1.0 	25. Montreal-F 	0 

7. Saskatoon 	1.68 	26. Quebec-A 	1.0 

8. Regina 	. 	2.43 	27. Quebec-F 	1.0 

9. Regional Sask. 	1.0 	28. Chicoutimi-A 	0.23 

, 
10. Winnipeg 	0.72 	29. Chicoutimi-F 	0.23 

11. Regional Man. 	1.0 	30. Regional Que-A 	1.0 

12 , Toronto 	0.84 	31. Regional Que-F 	1.0 

13. Hamilton 	0.64 	32. Halifax 	, 0.56 

14. London 	0.74 	33. Regional N.S. 	1.0 

15. Oshawa 	1.60 	34 ,  St. John, N.B. 	, 1.0 

16. Kitchener 	1.49 	35. Regional N.B. 	, 	1.0 

17. St. Catherines 	0.72 	36. St. Johns, Nfld. 	0.82 

18. Windsor 	0.24 	37. Regional Nfld. 	1.0 

19. Sudbury 	0 	38. >Regional'  P.E.I. 	1.0 

*F - francophone 

*A - anglophone 



EXHIBIT 9  

Initial (PCo) and Steady-State (PCss) 

Percent Cabled Households 

PCO 	PCss 	Pco 	PCss 

1. Vancouver 	89.3. 	93.0 	20. Thunder Bay. 	'83.3 	88.0 

2. Victoria  • 	90.4 	93.0 	21. Ottawa/Hull-A 	,74.9 	83.0 

3. Regional B.C. 	30.0 	39.0, 22. Ottawa/Hull-F 	74.9 • 	83.0 

4 •  Edmonton 	63.3 	78.0 	23. Regional*,Ontario 15:0 - 	24.0 

5. Calgary 	56.6 	78 . .0 	24. Montreal-A 	. 44.0 	64.0 

6. Regional Alberta 20.0 	29.0 	25. Montreal-F 	44..0 	64.0 

7. Saskatoon 	14.0 	39.0 	26. Quebec-A 	- 	49.0 	64.0 

8. Regina 	14.0 	39.0 	27. .Quebec-;F 	- 	49.0 	64.0 

9. Regional Sask. - 	5.0 , 20.0 	28. .ChiCoutimiA 	48.0 	59.0 

10.Winnipeg 	, 	77.3 	83.0 	29. Chicoutimi---F 	48.0 	59.0 

11. Regional Man. 	10.0 . 20.0 ,30. Regional Que-A - 10.0 	20.0 

12. Toronto 	74.5 	88.0 	31. RegionalQue-F 	10.0 	20.0 

13. Hamilton 	74.1 	83.0 	32. Halifax 	' 	63.5 	74.0 

14.Londàh - 	. 	87.6 	93.0 	33. Rgional N.S. 	10.0 	15.0 

15.HOshawa 	71.0 . 78,0 	34. St. John, 	62.6 	74.0 

16. Kitchener 	75.8 	83.0 	35. Regional N.B. 	10.0 	15.0 

17. St. Catherines 	33.1 -  49.0 	36. St.  Johns,  Nfld. 	7.0 	15.0 

18. Windsor 	• 	1.0 	19.0 	37. Regional Nfld.' 	5.0' 	10.0 

19. Sudbury 	28.3 	49.0 	38.: Regional:P.B„I. 	5.0  



• 
The mathematical function shown in Exhibit 5 estimates the 

increase in cabled households over the time period of operation of a 
PATV network. 

Base PATV Signuo Plot  

The base PATV signup plot was shown in Exhibit 6. 	The plot 
provides estimates (for a base or average market) of the percentage of 
cabled households that will subscribe to PATV service in any quarter. 
The impact of the parameters on the plot is outlined in the exhibit. 
This is a base plot serving as a reference or "average" plot for all 
the CMA's on PATV service. The most important value on the base curve 
is the value of parameter PPss, the steady state value for PATV signup. 
This value represents the average steady-state signup rate for PATV 
after approximately 16 quarters (4 years) of PATV service. The current 
steady-state value for this "base case" is 20 percent of cabled 
households. This value is then increased or decreased for each CMA on 
the basis of the market response factor (MRF) for that particular CMA. 

The mathematical function shown in Exhibit 6 was used to fit 
expected consumer response to PATV service. It represents the base or 
average market for an ultimate PATV signup rate of 20 percent and an 
approach of markets to that signup rate over time. There is reasonable 
empirical support from U.S. 	PATV experience for a base signup 
percentage of 20 percent when differences between the U.S. 	experience 
and the likely Canadian experience are taken into account. 

Paul Kagan Associates (3, 17, 18) have gathered data . on a large 
number of PATV operations. This data has reenonable validity since it 
is virtually all pay per channel data. One Kagan survey (17) of 
systemn notes an average PATV signup rate of 25.4 percent.for over 100 
systems in operation for at least one year. This Kagan publication PAY 
TV Newsletter, (Dec. 21, 1979) lists numerous statistics for PATV 
networks. For example "Home Box Office" reported a signup rate of 42.4 
percent after 5 years, "Silowtime" a 32 percent signup, and "The Movie 
Channel" 33 percent. However, it must be noted that these represent 
the most attractive "high-profile" program content delivered to the 
highest response mass markets in the U.S.A. -  Other Kagan., statistics 
(18) for a large number of systems reveal more recent data. For 
September, 1979, the average PATV signup for all systems reported was 
37.7 percent. The average for systems.in  operation for less than 3 
months was 37.6 percent, indicating that in U.S. markets the consumers 
who wish to subscribe to PATV services do So reasonably soon after 
market entry. This supports the fairly rapid approach to steady state 
in the market response module. 

Another Paul Kagan Census (3) for all pay cable 	systems 
operational on March 31, 1978, a total of over 700 systems, indicates 
an average signup rate of 30.9 per cent. Kagan data reported April, 
1980 provides further key data. The average monthly charge for all 
PATV systems reported was $8.44, as compared to our base case charge of 
$10 per month. For all systems reported, 41% of cabled households had 
subscribed at the time of the report. This data seems compatable with 
our base case program content delivered to a major metropolitan area 



(Toronto) with relatively high  market  response (MRF=1.4) which would 
produce a steady-state signup rate of 28%. It also provides a useful 
comparative base for the sensitivity analysis later in this report. 

A report of Complan Research Associates reports some Survey 
research on potential Canadian PATV subscribers. This survey. indicates 
33 percent of both cable subscribers and mon-cable subscribersexpress • 
interest in PATV at a price of $8 per month. This of course must be 
somewhat discounted because • Of the predictable 'drop-off 'between 
interest and purchase found in the majôrity 'of new consumer service 
introductions. .Viewed in this liàht, it is quite consistent with.a 20 
percent base -case, particularly considering again that' .  in a 
high-response market like .Toronto, (market response factor=1.4), the 
steady-state PATV signup rate would be 28 percent with a $10 price per 
month. It is also interesting to note 'here that if only the "very ' 
interested" category was considered, a reasonable.assumption given the 
comments abovei the overall> average' signup rate would be only 16.1 
percent.. 

The Pay-Television background research paper '(10) indicates that 
the Columbus, Ohio pay per channel example resulted in a signup rate of 
25 percent of cable subscribers. 

The Stanford Research Institute Report .. (1) contains' a distribution 
of pay per channel - PATV - Signup Rates for a large number of systemS. 
The average signup . rate •for,the distribution was 19 percent-with a mode 
of 15 percent. 

A Home Box Office (HBO) submission to the CRTC (27) provides some 
interesting data. HBO uses a basis of 12-15 movies  per  month, or 36,45 
movies per quarter, plueover 12 special events (predominantly sports) 
for a total of approximately 75 new programs  per  quarter. This level 
of variety, program quality and quantity is far above that envisaged 
for the Canadian offering. With this 'offering to major U.S. 
metropolitan areas, HBO reports approximately 43/% of cabled households 
subscribing.' This data again Makes very reasonable a base' .  case 
estimate  of 20% for Canada an average, with 28% for a high response 
market such as Toronto with g market response factor (MRF) of 1.4. 

The empirical data  cited above represents a selected sampling of 
evidence . from a wide 'range of U.S, PATV experience. Exhibit 10 
outlines a brief submary of Other available evidence, all-of which has' 
been utilized, but may nôt be cited in this report. . 



- Frequency distribution, most of 21 
PPC systems attract 10-20% 
penetration.  Average  penetration 
of all systems was 19% (P.52). 

- Program content assumption and 
exPerience about 30 movies per 
quarter (P.74). 

- Movies are the main draw in the 
existing PPC systems (P.75). 

- Hartford experiment, movies again 
provide the main draw (P.84). 

CROP, INC., "Pay Television 
Background Research Paper, 
March, 1978. 

Memorandum from W.R. Craig, 
November, 1977 Re: CROP INC. 
Study (above). 

Paul Kagan Associates, Census of 
Pay-Cable Systems Operational on 
March 31, 1978. , 

EXHIBIT 10  
SUMMARY OF SELECTED MARKET EXPERIENCE DATA 

PAY PER CHANNEL PATV (PPC) 

SOURCE 
Stanford Research Institute, 
"Analysis of Consumer Demand 
For Pay Television: Final Report", 
May, 1975. 

EVIDENCE 
- Estimate upper bound of 27% 
penetration (of cabled households 
(P.68) at $8/mo. for systems with 
more than 50%, cabled households, 
and 22% penetration for lower 
cabled areas. 

- In existing PPC systems, a range of 
penetrations from 10% to 30% with 
prices $5 to $8 monthly (based on 
21 systems). 

- Combining "likely" and "very 
likely" survey categories, 14% 
would subscribe to PPC at $8 
(P:13). These penetrations are 
much lower than for PPP (P.8,9). 

- PPC PATV is likely to yield lower 
overall revenue than PPP because of 
lower penetration rate of PPC 
compared to PPP. 

- About 800 systems in census, almost 
all PPC. 

- Overall average pénetration rate 
30.9% (P.16) at average price of 
$7.14 per month. . 

Pay-Television background Research - Range of penetration rates assumed 
paper, March, 1978. 	of 15% to 30% at pPices of $8 and 

$10 per month. 



"Hitting the Mark with Pay", 
Sept. 15/79, TVG. 

- Penetration rates for several PATV 
systems in the U.S.: 
BESTVISION 	33% AT $6/MO. 
CINEMERICA 	• 33% AT $8.95/MO. 
HOME BOX OFFICE 40% AT $8/MO. 
PRISM  • 	21% AT $9.95/mo. 
SHOWTIME 	33% AT $9.95/MO. 
TELEMINE 	23.8% AT $9/MO. 
W1RNER STAR 

CHANNEL 	27.4% AT $8.50/MO. 

- Most of these systems offer about: 
30 new moviee per quarter, wdth 
HÉO offering about 51 and SHOWTIME 
and WARNER STAR CHANNEL about 42. 

Complan Research Associates Ltd. 	- At $8 per month, 32.8% of sample 
Consumer Survey, February 1979 	respondents were either "very 
in Canada. 	 interested", or "fairly interested", 

and 16.1% were "very interested" in 
PATV. However the sample included 
both cable subscribers and non 
subscribers. 

The Pay TV Newsletter, Dec. 21, 
1979. 

- Multiple channel (or tiered)  PATV 
.channels are becoming'more _prevalent - 
in the U.S., boosting penetration . 
rates. Multitiered pricing ' 
strategies  are  *being usedby several 
PATV systems. 	. 

- Many U.S. sYstems are Moving consumer 
prices froM about $8/mo. up to about 
$9/Mo. 

The PATV Newsletter, Sept. 26/79. 	- Summary data for all PATV systems on 
as of June 30/79 shows 37.6% 
penetration  at  average price of 
$8.24/mo. 
AlSo shows' PATV systems in place for 
3 months  or  less show 40.1% , 
penetration at average:price of 
$7.59/mo. This illustrates likely , 
fast approach of PPC PATV td steady 

• state penetratiOn. • 
- Also information that major movies «  

are the"engine" that drives PATV. 

The PATV Newsletter, Apr. 4/79. - Summary data for ail  PATV systeMs 
on às of Sept. 9/78  shows average 
Penetration of 35.0% at an average 
price of $8.09 per month. 



Home Box Office (HBO) submission 
to CRTC Hearings, Mar. 3/80. 

CABLESTATS, September, 1979: - Host cable penetration is 
approximately 20% in the U.S. 
compared to 50% in Canada. 

The Pay TV Newsletter, Mar. 15/79. - PATV subscriber households in the 
U.S. tend to; 
- have higher incomes 
- have larger families 
- view more TV 
- be better educated 
- have more full-time working women 

• 	- Evidence that movies are the major 
drawing card for PATV. 

J. Irwin, "The Sweet Lure of 
Pay-TV", TV Guide, Mar. 22/80. 

The Pay TV Newsletter,, May 7/80. 

- HBO program content is approximately 
36 -45 movies per quarter and about 
36 sports and special events, far 
greater than any Canadian PATV 
offering envisaged.in the short 
run future. 

- "No survey, including one 
commissidned by the cable industry 
last year, shows convincing support 
for any form of Pay-TV" (P.9)'. 

- HBO statement "Twenty percent of the 
product (movies) supplies 80% of the 
horsepower", supporting other 
evidence that top movies are the 
major draw for PATV. 

The Pay TV Newsletter, Apr. 11/80. - Summary data for PATV systems as of 
December-31, 1979 shows average 
penetration of 41.3% of cabled 
households at an average price of 
$8.44 per month in markets with an 
average of 22.3% of cabled 
households. 



Some implications of the sèlected and diverse empirical 
,,yevidence presented here can now be brought together in terms of the 

basis for price/ content sensitivity used later in this report. 

First, there are some major problems in making simple analogies 
and extrapolations of the U.S. pay per channel PATV experience to the 
Canadian situation used as a basis for the analysis in this report. 
Some of these problems are: 

a) the quality, quantity, and variety of program content offered 
in U.S. 	PATV channels such as HBO are simply unattainable 
within the current constraints surrounding the PATV system 
envisaged. Thus, the upper bound on penetration of 43% of 
cabled households experienced by HBO is unlikely to be 
approached very closely in the average Canadian market. 

b) the number of large, affluent, metropolitan areas available to 
PATV is dramatically lower in Canada, and, these represent the 
majority of areas  in. the 	U.S. ''where 	extremely 	high 
penetrations of PATV have occurred. 

c) the Canadian content constraints, however they are interpreted, 
are.likely to inhibit consumer respOnse in the short run, 
until Canadian movie producershave geared up the caPadity to 
produce top quality films which subscribers are willing to pay 

	

' for as part of the. monthly charge. 	 • 

d) most large Canadian cities offer cable TV households (with the 
aid of a converter) a fairly large'number of regular cable TV 
channels to view; 	as many as 	15-20 	channels. 	With 
spectacular'program content sudh aà, HBO offers, a large 
"content differential" can be perceived.by consumers • between 
HBO and these "regular channels". This "content differential" 
is dramatically lower for the program content desdribed in 
this analysis. In addition, consumer households currently Pay 
about $5 per month for cable TV, plus about $4 Per month for 
the converter required to access the .full range of channels, 

. representing a total current coSt of about $9 per month.' 
Clearly, many consumers could view PATV as "one more channel" 
(in addition to perhaps 14 already received) for. another $10 
per month •(which doubles the cost to the consumer). Consumer 
response is then likely to depend strongly on the perceived 
"content differential" between éaisting channels and the nèw 
PATV channel. Again, this differential is dramatically 
greater for program offerings such as HBO than it is for the - 
Canadian situation used as a basis' for this analysis._ In this 
context, the estimates of consumer response for the base case 

, program content and a $10 per month seem reasonble; ah 
average steady-state penetration of 20% of cabled households, 
with a 'penetration of 28% in a high response Market'such  as  
Toronto (Market Response Factor=1.4). This analysis 'clearly 
assumes no siphoning of *program content from existing channels 
to PATV. 



e) The cable penetration in the U.S. is much lower than in Canada 
(approximately 22% in the U.S. compared to approximately 50% 
for Canada). It is therefore likely that U.S. cable 
subscribers represent somewhat higher "TV entertainment" 
response groups than their Canadian equivalent. Given this, 
ail  other things equal, you would expect U.S. cable 
subscribers to respond to PATV at a somewhat higher rate than 
Canadian cable subscribers. 

For purposes of the price/content sensitivity analysis presented 
later in this analysis, the foregoing data allows some reasonable 
conclusions with respect to the upper and lower bounds of likely 
consumer response to pay per channel PATV in Canada. 

As an 	upper 	bound 	for 	a 	high 	profile, 	highly 
"content-differentiated", content scenario with an $8 per month price 
in a high response market (Toronto with MRF=1.4), the steady-state PATV 
penetration could approach 36% of cabled households. This seems 
consistent with the empirical evidence studied in this analysis. 

As a lower bound, a low profile, low "content-differentiated" 
content scenario with a $10 per month price in a high-response market 
(again Toronto with MRF=1.4) the steady-state PATV penetration could 
approach 16.8% of cabled households. 

It should also be noted that the rites of change in PATV 
penetration over time reflected in the latest Kagan information show 
high consistency with the growth to steady-state assumptions embodied 
in the PATV signup plots used in this analysis. 

Market Response Factors  

The CMA market resPonse factor is a multiplier for each CMA which 
estimates how each market will respond to PATV as compared to the "base 
case" or average market. It is therefore a relative, not absolute 
measure. 

The market response factors for the 38 CMA's are shown in Exhibit 
11. The effect these market response factors have on the estimated 
consumer response in each CMA is illustrated in Exhibit 12. 

Recall that in the base or average market, at steady state 20 
percent of cable-subscribing households are estimated to sign up to 
PATV (after an initial period). Applying the different CMA market 
response factors in Exhibit 11 to this base 20 percent signup results 
in the signup rates for the CMA's as shown.in  Exhibit 12. 
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EXHIBIT 11  

CMA Market Response Factors 

CMA 

1. Vancouver 

2. Victoria 

3. Regional B.C. 

4. Edmonton 

5. Calgary 

6. Regional Alberta 

7. Sàskatoon 

8. Regina 

9. Regional Sask. 

10. Winnipeg 

11. Regional Man. 

12. Toronto 

13. Hamilton 

14. London 

15. Oshawa 

16. Kitchener 

17. St. Catherines 

18.Windsor 

19.Sudbury  

CMA 

20. Thunder. Bay 

21. Ottawa/Hull-A 

0.7 	22. Ottawa/Hull-F 

	

1.3 	23. Regional Ontario 

	

1.3 	24. Montreal-A 

	

0.8 	25. Montreal-F 

	

0.8 	26. Quebec-A 

	

0.8 	27. Quebec-F 

	

0.6 	28. Chicoutimi-A 

	

1.0 	29. Chicoutimi-F 

	

0.8 	30. Regional Que-A 

	

1.2 	31. Regional Que-F 

	

1.0 	32. Halifax 

	

1.0 	33. Regional M.S. 

	

1.0 	34. St. John, N.B. 

	

1.0 	35. Regional N.B. 

	

0.8 	36. St. Johns, Nfld. 

	

0.6 	37. Regional Nfld. 

	

0.8 	38. Regional P.E.I. 



St 

1 • 

EXHIBIT 12  

CMA PATV SIGNUP RATES: BASE STEADY-STATE SIGNUP RATE OF 

20 PERCENT MODIFIED BY CMA MARKET RESPONSE FACTORS 

	

PPss (Percent) 	PPss (Percent)  

1. Vancouver » 	28 	20. Thunder Bay 	' 20.0 

. 2. Victoria 	28 	21. Ottawa/Hull-A 	24.0 

3. Regional B.C. 	14.0 	22. Ottawa/Hull-F 	, 	16.0 

L.  Edmonton 	26.0 	23. Regional Ontario 	' 16.0 

5. Calgary 	26.0 	. 24. Montreal-A 	20.0 

6. Regional Alberta 	, 	16.0 	25. Montreal-F 	20.0 

7. Saskatoon 	O 	16.0 	26. Quebec-A 	20.0 

8. Regina 	16.0 	27. Quebec-F 	20.0 

9.. Regional Sask. . 12.0 	28.  Chicoutimi-.A 	' 	12.0 

10. Winnipeg 	20.0 	29. Chicoutimi-F 	12.0 

11. Regional Man. 	16.0 	30. Regional Que-A 	12.0 

12. Toronto 	24.0 	31. Regional Que-F 	12.0 

13. Hamilton 	20.0 	32. Halifax 	20.0 

14. London 	20.0 	33. Regional N.S. 	' 14.0 

15. Oshawa 	20.0 	34. St. John, N.B. 	' 20.0 

16. Kitchener 	20.0 	35. Regional N.B. 	16.0 

17. St. Catharines 	16.0. 	36. St. Johns, Nfld. 	14.0 

18. Windsor 	12.0 	37. Regional Nfld. 	14.0 

19. Sudbury 	16.0 	38. Regional P.E.I. 	14.0 



High Rèsponse 
Vancouver 	(1.4) 
Victoria  
Edmonton 	(1.3) 
Calgary 	. 	(1.3) 
Toronto 	(1.4) 
Ottawa/HullA (1.2) 

Hamilton 
London 
Oshawa 
Kitchener 
Thunder Bay 
Montreal-A 
Montreal-F 
Quebec-A 
Quebec-F 
Halifax 
St. John, N.B. 	(1.0) 

Average ResponSe  
Winnipeg (1.0) 

(1.0) 
(1.0) 
(1.0) - 

 (1.0) 
(1..0) 
(1.0) 
(1.0) 
(1.0) 
(1,0) 
(1.0) 

Estimating Market Resoonse Factors for CMA's 

The CMA's can be viewed in terms 'of three clusters, a "high" 
response set, an "average" response set, and a "low" response set as .  
follows (the market response factors for each CMA are shown in 
brackets). 

, Low Response  
Regional B.C. 	(0.7) 
Regional Alberta (0.8) 
Saskatoon 	(0.8) 
Regina 	(0.8) 
Regional Sask. 	(0.6) 
Regional Manitoba (0.8) 
St. Catherines 	(0.8) 
Windsor 	(0.6) 
Sudbury 	(0.8) 
Ottawa/Hull-F 	(0.8) 
Regional Ontario (0.8) 
Chicoutimi-A 	(0.8) 
Chicoutimi-F. 	(0.8) 
Regional Que-A 	(0.6) 
Regional N.S. 	(0.7) 
Regional N.B. 	(0.8) 
St. Johns, Nfld. (0.7) 
Regional Nfld. 	(0.7) 
Regional P.E.I. 	(0.7) 

The market response factors for the major cities  have been in part 
derived:from a former study (7). The, former study was .based on 
response tà pay per channel PATV in twelve major urban CMA'S: Calgary', 
Edmonton, Vancouver, Toronto, Ottawa, - Halifax, Winnipeg, Hamilton, 
Quebec, MOntreal,  London and  Kitchener/Waterloo. The relative response, 
of these CMA's to PATV was evàluated using a,ranking model based!on the 
following market charactèristics: 

1. per capita disposable  incarné 
• 2. TV viewing intensity  •  

3. per capita movie receipts - 
4. per capita  market. for  goods and services - 
5. per Capita color TV ownership 	. 
6. growth-rate in per capita movie receipts 



j. 

190512976, 
1.944n1. 	1.924431:80› 

1944731, 
76207648. 	721U2.48. 

IV. OPERATION OF THE FINANCIAL MODULE 

OVERVIEW 

The financial module produces income statements for each CMA or 
any group of CMA's by quarter or for any specified series of quarters. 
It also produces a network income statement and balance sheet,  by 
quarter or for a series of quarters. In addition this module produces 
an internal rate of return for the network. 

Data on revenues from consumers per quarter per CMA are generated 
by the marketing module and are fed into the financial module. The 
financial module then computes the costs of delivering the product 
described in the particular scenario being run. A distinction is made 
between costs incurred at the CMA level and costs incurred by the 
national distributor (network). The cost assumptions uséd for initial 
simulation runs have all been provided by DOC. 

CMA Revenues and Costs  

A typical CMA income statement follows in Exhibit'  13.. 

EXHIBIT 13  

CMA: 	TORONTO 
INCOME STATEMENT 

STARTING 1 	ENOINO 40 
REVENUE 

SUI1SCRIBER REVENUE 
SIGN-UP REVENUE 

LESS CMA OPERATING EXPENSES 
SICN-UP EXPENSE 	- 
EXHIBITION EXPENSE 

CONTRIBUTION TO  THE  N.E.T. 	 1147J1129,.',. 

CMA Revenues  

The revenues from consumers are of two types, a signup fee and a 
viewing fee. The signup fee is used to pay for the cost of 
installation of the descrambling device. It is currently assumed to be 
a one time charge of $10 for each new customer. Quarterly subscription 
fee was assumed to be $30 per viewer per quarter. Derivations cpif the 
estimated number of viewers per CMA was discussed in Section III. 



Source of Revenues 

The consumer watches Canadian and foreign films and special 
events. Although in Section III it was noted that the mix offered to 
consumers of these three products could affect the number of 
subscribers the model has no way of determining how many viewers are 
watching any of the events offered. This differs from pay per program 
PATV where the network knows exactly how much revenue is being 
generated  bÿ  each event. 

Sign Up Expense• 

It is assumed that all revenues from sign up fees are simply paid 
to the cable company that installs the descrambling device. 
Consequently, if the revenue item called "signup revenue" is unchanged 
in the model, the "signup expense" item automatically changes as well. 

Exhibition Expense 	 • 

The cable company is paid a fee which is intended to cover the 
costs of local marketing, billing and all hardware necessary to deliver 
the signal to its subscribers. This fee which may be varied is 
proportion of total subscription revenue. Currently it is assumed that 
the cable company receives 40 percent of the subscription fee. Thus 
for example if the subscription fee is $30 per month the cable company 
will receive (.40) x ($30) or $12 per quarter per subscriber. 

NETWORK REVENUES AND COSTS  

Function of the Network 

The national network is assumed to operate out of a rented 
building but the network purchases furnishings and video equipment. 
Its staff negotiates with suppliers of the product, produces the TV 
Guide, which is mailed out by local firms, initiates program signals 
and handles its own accounting and other general management functions. 
In addition five regional offices are set up to deal with regional 
exhibitors a 
consumers. 

Market Entry 

It is currently assumed that market's are enteredin.the  sequence 
seen in Exhibit:14'. 	- 



EXHIBIT 14  
UNFOLDING OF THE MARKET AND THE NETWORK 

Beginning of Quarter  
- Head office is set up 
- Negotiation with producers begin 
- Regional offices set up 

2 	- Some local marketing begins 

3 (Sept. 1, 1981) 	- PATV begins in all markets 
- Network staff expanded 

- First cash flows from subscribers 
arrive 

3-40 	- All markets build toward steady 
state viewer 	- 

Network InCome Statement 

The model will Produce a network income statement whiCh includes 
data from any CMA or group Of CMA's and for any'time period uP to 40 - 
periods. A sample network- income statement ià seen inExhibit 15. 

Network Revenues  

In all liklihood the local cable companies would be responsible 
for collecting installation and monthly subscription fees and remitting 
only the network share to the network. Howevenfor'ease of analysis,we 
have éhosen to show all signup fees and subscription fées as revenue to 
the network. 

: The Proportion of subScriber fees.remitted to the network may be 
Naried.  The initial assumed proportion is 60 percent. 	Thus if 

• subscription fees are $30 per quarter the network receives $18 per.  
quarter. 

Payments to Producers 

Producers receive a proportion of the , network's 	share 	of 
subscription revenue. this proportion may be varied in the model. The 
initial proportion of network revenues given ,to producers is 40 
percent. Thus for example  if the  network receives $18 per quarter per 
subscriber the producers receive $7.20 of that amount per quarter. 

The =del subdivides the producer fees among Canadian- film - 
producers, foreign film producers and special event producers.  The  
proportions going to each of these sources- of programming can and 
should be varied depending on the number, of new events or films 
included in the scenario being run. For the base case scenario (3 neW 
Canadian films, 12 new foreign films and 12 new special events per 
quarter) we have assumed .that producer fees will bé divided as follows: 



Canadian films 3/21, foreign films 12/21 and live events 6/21. 

Another feature of the model is that it allows the producers to 
demand some minimum fee for use of the film or live event. Thus the 
producer receives a guaranteed minimum dollar amount at the time of 
delivery of the new film or live event or a percentage of revenue 
whichever is larger. Initial runs assume a minimum of $300,000 per new 
movie per quarter. The model permits the user the opportunity to have 
different minimums for Canadian films, foreign films and live events. 

Signup Revenue and Signup Expense  

As discussed earlier although signup revenues (initially assumed 
to be $10 per new subscriber) appears in the network income statement 
as "signup revenue" the model also deducts an equivalent amount as 
"sin up expense" on the presumption that this fee is paid to the cable 
companies. 

Exhibition Expense 

As discussed earlier exhibitors receive a proportion of subscriber 
fees. Initial model runs assume this proportion to be 40 percent but 
it may be varied. 

Network Cost Behavior  

Network costs reflect the underlying assumptions 'regarding -  the 
unfolding of the market. They are all fixed per quarter but the Model 
allows each cost to be increased in - tWo distinct  steps -  as seen in 
Exhibit 16. 



EXHIBIT 15  

INCLUDES CMA'S: 
CO1 CO2 CO3 C 0 4  CO 5 C 0 6 CO?  C 08 C 0 9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19 C20 	- 
C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 C27 C28 C29 C30 C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 C37 C38 	• • 

INCOME STATEMENT 
STARTING 1 	ENDING 40 

SUBSCRIBER FEES 	 8277655344 
LESS PAYMENTS TO PRODUCERS 

CANADIAN FILM PRODUCERS FEES 	342000004 
NON--.CANADIAN FILM PRODUCERS FEES 	132508721+ 
LIVE EVENT PRODUCERS FEES 	49665942, 	2163746564 

GROSS MARGIN 	 611390976g 
SIGN-UP REVENUE 	 8034974 

AVAILABLE TO EXHIBITORS AND NETWORK 	 619994368. 
LESS EXHIBITOR EXPENSES 

SIGN-UP EXPENSE 	 86034974 
EXHIBITION EXPENSE 	 3311063044 	339709760* 

AVAILABLE TO NETWORK 	 280284608, 
LESS NETWORK OPERATING EXPENSES 

NEGOTIATION STAFF 	 8000004 
NEGOTIATION CHIEF 	 3000004 
PR TV GUIDE STAFF 	 8000004 
PR TV GUIDE CHIEF 	 300000* 
PLAYBACK STAFF 	 21060004 
PLAYBACK CHIEF 	 2800004 
LEGAL COUNSEL  • 	 • 6000004 
TRAVEL 	 30000004 
OFFICE SPACE 	. 	 50000004 
SECTY AND SUPPORT STAFF 	. 	731250, 
INTL ACCT STAFF 	 7020004 
INTL ACCT CHIEF 	 292500. 
PHONE RECPTS 	 390000* 
CLERKS 	 550000, 
WATS LINES 	 19950004 
CHIEF AND ASST 	 1250000. 
REGIONAL STAFF 	 522500 4  

• REGIONAL SECYS 	 650000* 
SATELLITE RENTAL 	 760000004 
SENDUP CHARGES 	 49874952+ 
DEPRECIATION 	 4999984 	146644160+ 

• NET INCOME BEFORE TAX 	 133640416. 
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EXHIBIT 16  
Illustration of Network Cost Behavior  

($00011 

30 -I- 
Case. "A" -  

Model Input  

Amt = $20,000 ' 
Start = 0 	• 
% = 25% 	• 
100% quarter = 2 

Ilif 
245 

Case "B" 

-> 

Model Input  

Amt = $25,000 
Start = 2 
:% = 60% 
100% Quarter ='4 

I 	I 

345 

In Case A costs begin at $5,000 pèr quarter for two ,quarters then rise 
to $20,000 'per quarter for all remaining quarters'. In . Case B costs 

begin at $0 for 2 quarters, rise to .$15,000 for the next tWo quarters 
and rise finally to $25,000 for all remaining quârterà. No allwance 
for inflation is made. 

12  

The asàumed costs of oPerating the network except  for satellite 
rental, sendup charges and depreciation are seen in Exhibit 17.. 



EXHIBIT 17  

Assumed Network Operating Cost Behavior  

ITEM 	AMT 	START 	% 	100% QTR 

1) NEGOTIATION STAFF 	20000. 	0 	1.00 	0 

2) NEGOTIATION CHIEF 	7500. 	0 	1.00 	0 

3) PR TV GUIDE STAFF 	20000. 	0 	1.00 	0 

4) PR TV GUIDE CHIEF 	7500. 	0 	1.00 	0 

5) PLAYBACK STAFF 	. 	54000. 	0 	0.50 	2 

6) PLAYBACK CHIEF 	 • 	7000. 	0 	1.00 	0 

7) LEGAL COUNSEL 	15000. 	0 	i.00 	• 	0 

8) TRAVEL 	 75000. 	0 	1.00 	0 

9) OFFICE SPACE 	125000. 	0 	1.00 	0 

10) SECY AND SUPPORT STAFF 	18750. 	0 	0.50 	2 

11) INTERNAL ACCT STAFF 	18000. 	0 	0.50 	2 

12) INTERNAL ACCT CHIEF 	7500. 	0 	0.50 	2 

13)PHONE RECEPTIONISTS 	9750. 	0 	1.00 	0 

14) CLERKS 	 13750. 	0 	1.00 	2 

15) WATS LINES 	52500. 	2 	1.00 	1 

16) CHIEF AND ASSISTANT 	31250. 	• 	0 	1.00 	0 

17) REGIONAL STAFF 	13750. 	2 	1.00 	2 

18) REGIONAL SECRETARIES 	16250. 	0 	1.00 	0 



The four columns on the.right of the figure indicate how all .costs may 
be varied in the model. 

Sendup Charges and Satellite Rental  

These two costs are also considered to be fixed but the user can 
specify different values for each quarter. Initially sendup charges 
are assumed to be a constant $1,312,500 per quarter beginning in 
quarter 2. Satellite charges are $2 million per quarter beginning in 
quarter 2. 

Depreciation  

It is assumd that the network initially acquires equipment valued 
at $500,000. This equipment is depreciated over 40 qUarters on a 
straight line basis. 

Taxes  

No taxes are deducted. 

Network Balance Sheet 

The network rents its premises-, .therefore. the assets employed are 
primarily for purchased equipment and accounts receivable. Purchased 
equipment is assumed to equal $500,000 while accounts receivable are 
equal to one month's revenues. Early losses and all equipment 
purchases are assumed to be funded through.borrowing. - No interest cost 
has been built into the model. 

A sample balance sheet follows in Exhibit 18. 



EXHIBIT 18 

N,E,T, 
BALANCE SHEET 

PERIOD-40 
ASSETS 

CASH 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
EQUIPMENT (AT COST )  
LESS: 
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION 

NET EQUIPMENT 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES 

112379712 4 	DEBT 
8603478, 
500000, 

499998, 
2, 	RETAINED SURPLUS 	120983200, 

120983200, 	TOTAL LIABILITIES 	120983200, 

04 



V. MARKET RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS  

OVERVIEW 

The purpose of this section is to outline the basis and market 
implications for price/content sensitivity analysis. A price/content 
scenario is simply a potential combination of consumer price-per month 
(subscription fee) and programming content of PATV whiCh cOuld be 
offered to Canadian households. The response of consumer  households is 
likely to be quite different,for different price/ content scenarios. 
Thus the simulation model can ,be utilized to test the financial 
implications of different strategic decisions with respect to consumer 
prices and program content. 

The Base Case  

The assumed most likely (or "base case") price/content scenario 
option used as a basis for this sensitivity analysis is the following 
(1): 

a. a $10 initial installation charge 
. b. à $10 per  month  or. $30 per quarter fee. 

" c. program  content as shOwn previotisly 'in'EXhibit 2 
d.  • programming scheduling approximating the timing, but not 
content of.HOme.›Box Office (HBO). 

This is the "base case situation  referred to in the foregoing sections 
of this réPort. 

PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS  

.The nine price/coCent scenarios used as a bais for - this 
sensitivity analyses are shown in Exhibit 19. Each of the different 
pricing  alternatives and content alternatives are now outlined. 

Alternative Pricing 	 • 

.The following are the three consumer pricing  alternatives for • PATv. 
used in'the analysis: 

Low Price - $10 initial installation charge 
- $8 monthly charge 

Base Case Price 	- $10  initial  installation charge 
- $10 monthly charge 

High Price 	$10 initial installation charge• 
- $12 monthly charge • 



a 

EXHIBIT 19  

PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS FOR USE IN 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 

PRICE/CONTENT 	LOW PROFILE 	BASE CASE 	HIGH PROFILE 

	

Low 	Scenario A 	Scenario B 	Scenario C 

Base Case 	Scenario D 	Scenario E* 	Scenario F 

	

High 	Scenario G 	Scenario H 	Scenario I 

*Scenario E is the "base case" price/content scenario used as a 
basis for this analysis and discussed in Section III of the 
report. 



Alternative Content  

The following are the three program content alternatives usd in 
the sensitivity analyses: 

Low Profile Content (per quarter) 

5 new foreign films 
Canadian 

3 newCanadian films 
6 new live events (2 foreign and 
a total of 37 possible views per 
per quarter, as follows: 
- Foreign films - 221 views 
- Canadian films - 221 views 
- Special events - 39 views 

Overall Canadian content (programs) = 50% 

Base Case Content  

- 12 new foreign films 
Canadian content on films = 20% 

- 3 new Canadian films 
- 12 new live events ( 2 foreign and 10 Canadian) 
- a total of 37 possible• views per week . or 481 views 

per quarter, as follows:.  
-.Foreign films - 221 views 
- Canadian films - 221 views 
- Special events - 39 views 

Overall Canadian content (programs) = 48.1% 

High Profile Content 

- 24 new foreign films 
Canadian content on filmS. = 11.0% 

- 3 new Canadian films 
- 18 new live events (12 foreign and 6 Canadian) 
- a total of 37  possible viewà-per week or 481 'views 

per quarter as follows: 
- Foreign films - 221 views 
-Canadian films - 221 views 
- Special events - 39 views 

Overall Canadian content (programs) = 20% 

Each of the three program contant options outlined above 
would be shown in the approximate : schedule illustrated 
previously in Exhibit 1.; 

content on films = 37.5% 

4 Canadian) 	. 
s4eek or 481 views 



Price Sensitivity 

The bases for testing consumer sensitivity to price posed 
problems for two reasons: 

a) Consumers may respond to two different components 
of price for price for the PATV offering: 
- the one-time charge to connect to PATV, 

assumed to be $10 
- the fixed monthly fee for PATV 

h) Segments of consumers will react to different 
prices. One example of a set of consumer 
segments is shown in Exhibit 20. As shown, 
there are four potential consumer segments, 
each likely to exhibit unique response to 
offered price/content scenarios. 

The Basis for PATV Price Sensitivity  

The price/content consumer sensitivity hàs been based upon 
sensitivity to the monthly PATV price only. The rationale for this is 
as follows: 

• 

a) The PATV descrambler connect charge (currently assumed to be 
$10) is likely to be more related to cable company hardware 
and labor costs than to supply/demand or -profit-enhancing 
motives on the part of the cable companies. As a result, it 
doesn't make sense to test its price sensitivity unless it is 
going to be manipulated as a market response management tool. 

h) In terms of the four consumer segments outlined in Exhibit 20 
it is possible to explore likely consumer sensitivity to 
changes in the conhect charge. Exhibit 21 shows the 
incremental household costs for the first year of subscribing 
to PATV for the four consumer segments shown in Exhibit 20 
based on the base case price/content scenario (Scenario E, 
Exhibit 19). • 

a 

1 
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EXHIBIT 20  

AN EXAMPLE OF CONSUMER  HOUSEHOLD SEGMENTS FOR PATV 

CONDITIONS 	CONSUMER SEGMENT 

No -TV 



1 

1 

51 73 37 

1 

1 

EXHIBIT 21  

INCREMENTAL YEARLY COSTS FOR HOUSEHOLD SEGMENTS 

SUBSCRIBING TO PATV (BASE CASE) 

Yearly Cost 	1 	2 	3 	4 

Buy TV 	$800 

Connect Cable 	20 

Cable Rate 	60 

Converter Rent 	48 

PATV Connect 	10 

PATV Monthly 	120 

Total Yearly 

Incremental 

0 	0 	0 

	

20 	0 	• 	0 

	

60 	0 	0 

	

48 	48 	0 

	

10 	10 	10 

	

120 	120 	120 

Cost 	$1,058 	$258 	$178 	$130  

Monthly 

Incremental 

Cost 	$88.16 $21.50 . $14.83 	$10.83 

Yearly no. of 

movie theatre 

views @ $3.50 

each 	302 

Monthly no. of 

movie theatre 

views @ $3.50  

each 	25 	6 	4 



These data suggest that: 

-The incremental cost of PATV for segment 1 (non-TV 
owners) is prohibitively high, particularly since 
this segment tends to be relatively lower income 
and/or rural. It is felt that PATV is unlikely to be 
a powerful incentive for this segment to acquire a TV 
set plus cable, converter, and PATV service. 

-The incremental cost -of PATV for segment 2, TV owners: 
Without cable is fairly high  relative  to segmentsi 

. and 4. It is useful to note .hàre that current cable 
TV is simply pay per channel: PATV (PPC) so that-
people without cable either don't have access (are 
not cable-passed) or haven'ttaken'already available 
PPC PATV. In either case, it is-felt that PATV iS 
unlikely to be a powerful incentive  for  many 
househOlds in this segment :tà: gain cable service, 
then PATV, Perhaps eXcept for a small percentage'. 

-The incremental cost - of PATV.for segment 3 'i(cable TV 
subscribers without* converters),-.' begins to look much' 
more reasonablé for an 'aVerage household, and 
particularly for middle and upper incomàhouseholds. 
This (and segment  is the-.major  segment  which Phase 
I of the PATV study was based upàn (1). This segment 
(segment 3) is expected to bàthe largeSt of the four 
segments. 

-The incremental cost of PATV for segment 4, cable TV 
Subscribers with converterS is quite attractive. It 
is somewhat difficult to get hard data on converter 
ownérship becauSe  of bothlack of  vendor  information 
and a large number of converter sales of many' :brands 
through many consumer distribution outlets. However, 
some data indicate that oWnership of Cable cànverters 
is not yet widespread. As converter ownership 
spreads, PATV response will'tend to improve. 

The  above analysis suggests likely lbw consumer Price sensitivity 
to the connect.charge in the largest segments in the context of:all . the 
incremental costs tà subScribe to.PATV service. 

PROGRAM CONTENT SENSITIVITY  . 	. 

-The bases for testing  consumer  program content sensitivity pose a 
parallel set of problebs to those for price sénsitivity for:seVerat., 
reasons: 

à) There are nùmerous diverse dimensions'of- program 
content that PATV consumers are likely tà have 
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• 1 differential response to: 

i) the "mix" and total amount of content between 
- first run movies 
- exclusive movies 
- second-run movies 
- foreign movies 
- Canadian movies 
- Sports events (foreign and Canadian) 
- other special events (foreign and Canadian) 

ii) The particular show times for different programs 

iii) The number of repeat showings for particular 
programs. 

The above are "internal" factors; 	they pàrtain to the PATV 
program content. 	There are also a number of "external" factors that 
are likely to influence consumer response to PATV. 	Some of these 
factors are: 

iv) regular TV programming content 
v) regular TV programming timing 
vi) local area movies and prices 
vii) other local entertainment options 

and prices 

Needless to say, it is impossible to account for all internal and 
external factors and their impact on consumer response to PATV in any 
deterministic analysis. 

Three program content alternatives were,selected for the Consumer 

price/content 	sensitivity analysis as 	outlined. 	These 	three 
alternatives were selected to reflect program content 	that 	is 
realistic, 	and likely to result in differential response 	from 
households in the Census Market Areas (CMA's) across Canada. 

• Low Profile Content  

• The low profile program content reflects 	"minimal" 	program 
content. It has been assumed that the Canadian content guidelines (2) 

do not necessarily apply to this content alternative as they do to the 
base case content alternative (Exhibit 1). As shown, the low profile 
content presents consumers with a maximum of 14 new programs to view 
each quarter, substantially fewer than the 27 offered in the base case. 
The percentage of Canadian movie content (based on numbers of programs) 
is 37.5 percent as compared to 20 percent for the base.case. This,is 
likely to result in substantially lower consumer response at an 
equivalent price per program. 



Base Case Content  

The base case program content reflects the assumptions made in 
Phase One  •  of the PATV analysis (1) modified by the Canadian content 
guidelines (2). These guidelines call for 50 percent Canadian content 
in both number of programs and number of possible views aggregated over 
each quarter, and apply to prime viewing hours. This 50 percent 
Canadian content can include Canadian special events as well as 
Canadian movies. 

High Profile Content  

The high profile program content Starts to approach the Home Box 
Office program content (although still far lower) and is undons .trained • 
by Canadian content rulings. The percentage of Canadian movie Content 
is 11 percent, bùt in the context of 24 new foreign movies availabl e.  
per quarter and 18 new liVe events. It is.a program content that is . 
likely 	to produce dramatically higher' Consumér response at -an 
equivalent price per program compared tci - the-base. case. 

MARKET RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS  

› The basicsiatrix of price/content scenarioS was shown -  in Exhibit 
19. The program content for the l'low- profile"', "base case", and "high 
profile" program content options has  ben  outlined. Also outlined were 
the price per monthlpases for estimating price sensitivity for each set 
of prograk content. 

The values of the market response parameters for each of the nine 
price/content scenarios are shown  in  Exhibits 22, 23 and 24. Theàe - 
parameter values reflect the expected differences in consumer 'response 
to .1.1.e nine'-different price/content scenarios, and are the basis for 
the aggregate market and financial sensitivity for a PATV network. The 
values of these parameters en:be varied across a wide range to test any 
set of assumptions about market response to à particular 'set of 
price/content scenarios. 

PRICE/CONTENT SENSITIVITY: LOW PROFILE CONTENT 

The - consumer price'sensitivity for the low profile prograM content - 
is shown - graphically in Ekhibit 25.' As:Seen, changes in the.per -  month 
price.from , 8- dollars (scenario A)  to 10 dollars (scenario D )  to• 12 
dollars (scenario G) produces relatively low' sensitivity in the rate of 
cabled household formation. . This suggezts ' that 	with-. • relatively 
unattractive program content - , the 'increase  in the -cabling rate from 
PATV introduction is unlikely to be spectacular at any Of the three -
price levels. -  However,  the 8 dollar -  price :level (A)  will  clearly 
produce the ,  highest impact on cabling rate.- 



0.005 0.005 	0.005 K 1 

0.015 0.01 	0.005 K2 

EXHIBIT 22  

VALUES OF MARKET RESPONSE PARAMETERS FOR 
PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS: LOW PROFILE CONTENT 

Low (A) 	Base Case (D) 	High (G) 
Price 	Price 	Price 

CMA Percent Cabled 
Households Plot  

Base CMA Signup 
Rate Plot 	. 

	

PPss 	0.14 	0.12 - 	0.10 

	

K3 	1.4 	1.2 	0.06 

	

K4 	0.5 	0.3 	* 	0.15 

	

K5 	0.03 	• 	0.02 	0.01 

	

1(6 	0.06 	0.04 	0.03 



K1 0.005 . 	0.005 0.005 

K2 0.03 

EXHIBIT 23  

VALUES OF MARKET RESPONSE PARAMETERS FOR 
PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS BASE CASE CONTENT  

Low (8) 
Price  

Base Case (E) • High (H) 
Price 	Price  

CMA Percent Cabled 
Households Plot  

1 

0.002 	. 	0.01 

Base CMA Signup 
Rate Plot  

	

PPss 	0.22 	0.20 	0.14 

	

K3 	3.0 	2.0 	1.0 

	

K4 	1.0 	0.7 	0.3 

	

K5 	0.07 	0.05 	0.025 

	

K6 	0.15 	0.10 	0.04 



K1 0.005 	0.005 0.005 

PPss 

K3 

K4 

K5 

K6 

0.26 

4.0 

1.5 

0.12 

0.25 

0.24 

2.4 

0.8 

0.06 

0.12 

0.18 

0.7 

0.05 

0.08 

1.6 

EXHIBIT 24  

VALUES OF MARKET RESPONSE PARAMETERS FOR 
PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS: HIGH PROFILE CONTENT 

Low (C) 	Base Case (F) 	High (I) 
Price 	Price 	Price  

CMA Perdent Cabled 
Households Plot  

K2 0.06 	0.04 	0.02 ' 

Base CMA Signup 
Rate Plot  
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As cari  be seen in Exhibits 22 and 25, the impact of different 
price levels on steady-state signup rates (PPss) for this low profile 
content is expected to be more dramatic. At an 8 dollar price per 
month (A), 14 percent of cabled households are expected to subscribe to 
PATV at steady-state, approaching this at a fairly rapid rate as shown. 
At a 10 dollar price, this percentage declines to 12 percent (D), and 
at a 12 dollar price, to 10 percent (G). Scenario G thus 'represents 
the minimum response situation to PATV; low profile program content 
coupled with a high price per month. 

PRICE/CONTENT SENSITIVITY: BASE CASE CONTENT  

The consumer price sensitivity for the base case program content 
is shown graphically in Exhibit 26. As seen, changes in price per 
month have a greater impact on cabling rate than for the low profile 
program content. More attractive content is likely to have a greater 
impact on cabling rate at all three price levels. 

As can be seen in Exhibits 23 and 26, at 8 dollars per month, 22 
pecent of households would be expected to subscribe to PATV, an 8 
percent increase over the low profile scenario. Also, the average CMA 
would approach this 22 percent at a much faster rate as shown (compare 
B to A). At 10 dollars per month, the PATV penetration would decline 
to 20 percent, and at 12 dollars per month, the PATV penetration would 
decline to 14 percent. 

When compared to the low profile content penetration rates, these 
estimates reflect the liklihood that base case program content will be 
less sensitive to price increases than low profile content. 

PRICE/CONTENT SENSITIVITY: HIGH PROFILE CONTENT  

The market response behavior'. for the high profile program content 
is shown graphically in Exhibit 27. As shown, changes in price per 
month have their highest impact on the cabling rate for this very 
attractive program content alternative. For the • most attractive 
price/content scenario C, the impact on cabling rate is likely to be 
dramatic, the combination .of very,. attractive program  content  at a 
relatively low 8 dollar per month price. 

' As shown in Exhibits 24 and 27, at 8 dollars per month, 26 percent 
of households would be expected to subscribe to PATV, a 4 percent 
increase over the base case scenario, and a 121percent increase over 
the low profile scenario (both at the $8 price per month). This PATV 
penetration would decline to 24 percent at 10 dollars per month, and 18 
percent at 12 dollars per month. As seen in Exhibit 25, the rate of 
increase of PATV penetrations to. steady state is very rapid, 
particularly at the 8 dollar per month price. 

In order to illustrate the marketing impact Of, the 	nine 
price/content scenarios in a more pragmatic fashion, the effects of the 
changes on the market are shown in Exhibits 28, 29 and 30. Shown Are 



the total number of PATV subscriber households over time on a yearly 
basis for each of the nine price/content scenarios. This data 
illustrates the dramatic expected impact of different price/content 
scenarios on consumer response to PATV. 

For thé overall Canadian market at steady state after ten years of 
network operation, Exhibit 31 shows the estimated impact.. of diferent 
price/Content scenarios on total' PATV subscribing houséhOlds. . 



EXHIBIT 28  

PRICE SENSITIVITY: LOW PROFILE CONTENT 

TOTAL PATV HOUSEHOLDS BY YEAR AFTER PATV MARKET ENTRY 

YEAR 	 SCENARIO  

•A ($8) 	D ($10) 	G ($12)  

1 	282,076 	180,585 	103,094 

2 	450,932 	318,367 	204,273 

3 	553,894 	407,160 	280,901 

4 	573,920 	458,209 	333,310 

5 	597,752 	488,487 	' 	368,196 

6 	615,543 	508,592 	391,857 

7 	630,571 	523,888 	408,810 

8 	643,906 	556,819 	421,926 

9 	655,997 	• 	548,444 	432,905 

10 	661,667 	553,923 	437,911 



EXHIBIT 29  

PRICE SENSITIVITY: BASE CASE CONTENT 

TOTAL PATV HOUSEHOLDS BY YEAR AFTER PATV MARKET ENTRY 

	

YEAR 	 SCENARIO  

B ($8) 	. 	E ($10) 	H ($12)  

	

1 	- 	707,807 	541,603 	221,433 

	

2 	, 	872,448 	743,983 	1 	386,296 

	

3 	925,590 ' 	812,284 	486,298

•  4 	960,062 	847,603 	541,271 

	

5 	986,587 	' 	874,438 	573,32 8  

	

6 	• 	1,007,666 	897;024 	594,939 

	

7 	. 	1,025,057 	916,487 	611,877 

	

8 	' 	1,040,080 	933,550 	, 	626,559. 

	

9 	1,053,663 	948,820 	639,954 

	

10 	1,060,119 . 	955,942 	646,306 



EXHIBIT 30  

PRICE SENSITIVITY: HIGH PROFILE CONTENT 

TOTAL PATV HOUSEHOLDS BY YEAR AFTER PATV MARKET ENTRY 

YEAR 

C ($8)  

1 	976,502 

2 	1,096,349 

3 	1,145,000 

4 	1,174,129 

5 	1,193,716 

6 	1,209,102 

7 	1,222,868 

8 	1,236,134 

9 	1,249,360 

10 	1,256,019 

SCENARIO  

F ($10)  

724,976 

956,300 

1,028,749 

1,065,414 

1,090,449 

1,1091484 

1,125,196 

1,139 1 165 

1,152,307 

1,158,736 

I ($12)  

453,472 

652,387 

726,426 

761,950 

786,855 

807,303 

824,835 

840,195 

853,938 

860,348 



EXHIBIT 31  

TOTAL CANADIAN PATV SUBSCRIBING HOUSEHOLDS 
AFTER 40 QUARTERS OF NETWORK OPERATION 

PRICE/CONTENT 
SCENARIOS  

A 

D 

G 

H  

PATV SUBSCRIBER.HOUSEHOLDS  

661,667 

, 	1,060,119 

1,256,019  

553,923 

955,942 

1,158,736 

437,911 

646,306 

. 860,348 



EXHIBIT 32 

Summary of the Economic Impact of the Ni ne  Simulated Scenarios ($ millions)  

SCENARIO 

$8 Ptice 	$10 Price 	$12 Price 

A 	B 	C 	D 	E 	F 	G 	H  • 
I. Total Subscriber Fees (all 40 quarters) 	614.3 1,063.6 .1,307.7 	488.9 	928.6 	1,161.4 	361.2 	576.0 	827.8 

II. Payments to Exhibitors (all 40 quarters) 
Signup Expenses 
Exhibition Expenses 

IlI. Payments to Producers .  (all 40 quarters' 
Canadian 
Foreign 
Special Events 

Total 

W. Other Network Costs (all 40 quarters) . 
 Satellite  (tentai  

Sendup Charges 
Jul  other 

Total 

V. Selected Income Statement Data 
(all 40 quarters) 

Total Net Income 
Net Cash Inflow  

	

6.6 	• 	10.6 	12.6 	5.5 	9.6 	11.6 	4.4 	6.5 	8.6 

	

245.7 	436.0 	523.1 	195.5 	371.4 	476.1 	144.5 	230.4 	331.1 

	

42.6 	37.9 	.34.2 	36.7 	35.1 	34.2 	34.2 	34.2 	34.2 

	

66.3 	145.8 	209.3 	53.5 	127.3 	185.9 	39.5 	78.9 	132.5 

	

40.1 	73.0 	78.5 	31.9 	63.7 	69.7 	23.6 	39.5 	49.7 

	

149.0 	256.7 	322.0 	122.1 	226.1 	289.8 	97.3 	152.6 	216.4 

	

76.0 	76.0 	76.0 	76:0 	76.0 	76.0 	76.0 	76.0 	76.0 

	

49.9 	49.9 	49.9 	49.9 	49.9 	49.9 	49.9 	49.9 	49.9 

	

20.7 	20.7 	20.7 	20.7 	20.7 	20.7 	20.7 	20.7 	20.7 

	

146.6 	146.6 	146.6 	146.6 	146.6 	146.6 	146-6 	146.6 	146.6 

	

72.9 	234.8 	316.0 	24.5 	184.4 	260.4 	(27.2) 	46.3 	133.6 

	

53.7 	211.5 	290.8 	6.3 	162.2 	236.1 	(44.2) 	27.2 	112.4 
_ 	 . 

VI. Timing of Profits and Losses 	 . • 

	

' . Maximum Loss in a Quarter 	 (2.7) 	(0.4) 	(0.4) 	(3.4) 	(1.1) 	(0.4) 	(4.3) 	(3.4) 	.(1.9) 
Quarter in which Maximum Occurs 	3 	2 	2 	3 	3 	2 	3 	3 	3 
Quarters that are Profitable 	 9 	3 	3 . 	14 	5 	4 	28 	12 	6 

Timing of Financing 
Maximum Borrowing Required 	 14.4 	5. 2 	5.1 	25.1 	6.9 	5.4 	47.5 	21.9 	9.5 
Quarter in • hich Maximum Occurs 	9. 	3 • 	-3 	' 	14 	5 	3 	28 	12 	6 • 
Quarter in which Debt is Couq)letely Repaid 	20 	7 	5 	37 	. 	9 	7 	. Not 	29 	12 

VIII.  • ime Adjusted Rate of Return (Percent Per Quarter) 	7.76 	39.9 	64.8 	0.9 	24.5 	37.7 	(-) 	3.6 	16.1 

VII.  
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VI. FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR PRICE/CONTENT SCENARIOS  

The primary purpose of this phase of the study was to assess the 
financial implications of nine different price and content scenarios 
for the introduction of pay per program PATV into Canada. All fixed 
costs and variable cost relationships were held constant for all nine 
simulations. The cost assumptions were discussed in Section IV. 

Exhibit 32 summarizes the key financial results from the 
simulations. The nine scenarios referred to were described in Section 
V. 

I. Subscriber Revenue  

Total subscriber fees over the 40 quarters of network operations 
range from a low of $360 million to a high of $1300 million. Scenario 
C which•is the low price, high variety scenario generates the greatest 
revenue. 

II. Payments to Exhibitors  

Exhibitors receive 40 percent of subscriber fees. This results in 
a range of from $144 million to $523 million in revenue to the cable 
companies depending on the scenario. This is supplemented by signup 
fees of from $4.4 million to $12.6 million. 

III. Payments To Producers  

. - Producers receive from 439.5 million to $209 million depending on 
the scenario. Scenario C provides  the greatedt cash.  flow to produgers. 
Notice that Canadian producers receïve'$34.2 million in  several cases. 
This is due to . the $300,000 per film minimum that is built into the 
model. Notice also that as thé  :model  changes  from:one Scenario to 
another the revenue accruing to Canadian film producers changes very 
little while the revenue to the network, cable companies and other 
producers changes à great dea4 

IV. Other Network Costs  

Since all network costs'are period costs they do not change. with 
the viDlume of activity. However it is worth noting that satellite and 
sendup charges are very substantial relative to total network coSts and 
relative to total subscriber revenùe. 

V.& VI. Network Profits 

All scenarios considered ultimately reached a profitable 'steady 
state However in some bases such as scenario  G  it Was sexieral , years 
before the first profit was earned and the payback period was. .longer 
than:10 Sears. The' second and third quarters uàually recorded the 
greateét losses but two thirds of the scenarios .  became -  profitable by 
the end of three Sears. No allowance was made in..the simulation for 
interest, taxes  or  dividends. - 
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VII. Financin  

Total financing required varied from $5.1 million to 	$47.5 
million. A major financing need was related to equipment purchase in 

the first quarter and working capital financing in the third quarter. 
In all but one case the debt was repaid by the end of 40 quarters. 

VIII. Rate of Return 

The time adjusted rate of return was calculated on a per quarter 
basis. In all but one case this return was positive and in seven of 
nine scenarios the rate of return exceeded three percent per quarter. 

I 



VII. COMPARISON WITH PAY PER PROGRAM 

It is inevitable that some will wish to compare these results with 
the output from our pay per program (PPP) model completed earlier. 
These results are not strictly comparable because due to more recent 
information a number of assumptions have changed. These assumptions 
include: 	• 

(1) The timing of market entry. 

(2) The initial number of cable subscribers. 

(3) The fees paid to producers, and 

(4) The content scenario. 
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